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Desktop Tripod with Bluetooth K&F Concept MS02 13.4''''/34cm (KF09.128)

K&F Concept MS02 phone tripod 13.4''''/34cm (KF09.128)
Take the K&F Concepet tripod with you on your travels and capture all your unforgettable moments! The accessory will work not only as
a tripod, but also as a selfie stick, allowing you to create perfect group photos. Thoughtful design provides the necessary stability in any
situation, and the included remote control will make it easy for you to take photographs from a distance.
 
Complete freedom of framing
Whether you're shooting landscapes, portraits or dynamic sports scenes, this tripod will allow you to create perfect shots in any situation.
Thanks  to  the  ball  head,  you  can  conveniently  rotate  the  device  360°  horizontally  and  90°  vertically,  gaining  full  control  over  your
frames. What's more, the height adjustment from 13 to 34 cm will allow you to customize the tripod to your specific needs, allowing both
low ground perspective shots and higher settings for better panoramas.
 
Stability first
Forget about unwanted shaking and unsteady shots! The tripod guarantees the necessary stability even in difficult conditions. Thanks to
the non-slip elements on the legs, you don't have to worry about the tripod shifting when setting up the perfect frame.
 
Convenient control
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Included in the kit you will find a practical remote control, which you will instantly pair with your smartphone via Bluetooth. With it, you
can conveniently take photos or record videos within a 10-meter radius! Its uninterrupted working time reaches up to 10 hours, which
means it is ready to capture the most important moments for a long time.
 
Included
tripodremote control
 
ManufacturerK&F  ConceptModelKF09.128ColorSilverCompatibilityDevices  with  a  diagonal  of  4.4-7.2"Maximum  load2  kgMax  height340
mmMin. height130 mmLength after folding125 mmDiameter of legs7-16 mmWeight154 gMaterialAluminum alloyRemote control range10
metersOperating time of the remote controlUp to 10 hours

Price:

€ 16.49

Akcesoria GSM, Uchwyty selfie, statywy, stojaki, Statywy i lampy pierścieniowe
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